uPVC Tilt & Turn Double Glazed windows provide
energy efficient solutions with functional flexibility.

uPVC Tilt turn windows are hinged on one side and open
inward, maximising the fresh air that enters the room. They
also include a central hinge so you can tilt them vertically,
which allows for further ventilation and easy cleaning of
the glass pane. Our uPVC frames are robust and offer
a tight seal against weather, water and the risk of fire.

FEATURES
Ranges from 10 – 22mm air gap
4mm clear glass x 16mm air gap x 4mm clear glass
is the most common configuration for our windows
Our multipoint locking system also adds to the noise
reduction quality of our uPVC windows.
Ask about our new soft laminate coating that bounces
sound away. A new innovation just released into
the market.

This together with double or triple glazed panels mean
outstanding energy efficiency as well as protection
against external noise, making these a popular option for
high traffic areas. Your choice of timber styles or neutral
colours will ensure these modern frames look attractive for
decades to come.

BENEFITS
Our products have up to 9.5 / 10 Stars on the Window
Energy Rating Scheme (WERS)
To further increase the thermal efficiency we have
Low E and Argon Gas options combined with the right
combination of glass so we can reach the highest levels
of thermal efficiency offered in the market.
87% of all heat gain is through a window, 40%
of all air conditioning output is lost through
traditional windows.
The only thing more thermally efficient than our
doubled glazed windows is insulated double brick walls
According to the Energy efficiency action plan (EEAP)
from July 1st 2018, all new buildings must meet
a higher level of thermal insulation throughout the
structure.
Ensure your new project complies with these new
regulations by using Integra Windows
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Tilt & Turn windows - high performance solutions
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Benefits of double glazed insulation
Our double glazed windows and doors are engineered
to protect you and your family from Sydney’s hot summers
and cold winters. With energy prices soaring, there is no
better time to invest in thermally efficient systems.
Integra double glazed windows and doors employ the
latest technology to thermally maintain and create an
effective insulating layer. This ensures a comfortable
and temperature-controlled indoor space year-round.

Our systems are of the highest quality and affordable.
With the systems engineered in Germany, you can expect
strength. The designs are European to give your home and
office inspiring sophistication. All products are produced in
our local Sydney manufacturing site to bring you durable
products that you can trust

Argon gas insulated
glass panes maximising
thermal efficiencies

Glazing beads prevent
drafts with a seamless
finish

Upper compression
seal prevents moisture
penetration

Weather resistant seal
provides protection
from harsh conditions

Precision fusion welded
construction for high
strength

Lower compression
seal prevents moisture
penetration

Multi chamber profiles
provide excellent thermal
insulation
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Galvanised steel
reinforcing provides
structural strength

Tilt & Turn window custom configurations

Our state of the art manufacturing facility in Sydney provides the flexibility for custom configurations to suit the individual
requirements of our customers.

Tilt & Turn windows - Multipoint Security Locking System

MULTIPOINT SECURITY
LOCKING SYSTEM

Integra Windows Tilt & Turn are the
highest performing windows available
using only the finest German fittings to
ensure effortless operation and long term
durability. With a high strength multipoint
locking system provides the ultimate security
for your family.
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Tilt & Turn window uPVC exterior colour options
When building or renovating, selecting the colour scheme
for your home’s interior and exterior can be one of the
most exciting decisions you make, it can also be one of
the most stressful! You naturally select the colours for your
roof, walls, flooring, and more, but it is very important to
consider your window and door colours as these are a

long term investment that can blend with your home or
become a feature in the design.
Our premium uPVC windows and doors are available in
nine on trend frame colours. Apart from frame colours
you may be surprised to learn that you can also choose
different glass options and handles.

Special Order

WHITE

PREMIUM WHITE

CREAM

SILVER

NUT TREE

GOLDEN OAK

ALUMINIUM GREY

ANTHRACITE GREY

ASH BLACK
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Tilt & Turn window uPVC dual colour options
Dual colour windows have different colours combinations
for the internal and external parts of the frame. Many
homeowners prefer them because they offer additional

customisation by allowing them to create a different look
for the inside and outside of their home.

Colour Inside: White
Colour Outside: Anthracite Grey

Colour Inside: White
Colour Outside: Nut Tree

Colour Inside: White
Colour Outside: Golden Oak

Colour Inside: Premium White
Colour Outside: White

Colour Inside: White
Colour Outside: Premium White

Colour Inside: Anthracite Grey
Colour Outside: White

Colour Inside: Nut Tree
Colour Outside: White

Colour Inside: Golden Oak
Colour Outside: White

Colour Inside: White
Colour Outside: Aluminium Grey

Colour Inside: Aluminium Grey
Colour Outside: White

Colour Inside: Ash Black
Colour Outside: White

Colour Inside: White
Colour Outside: Ash Black
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Tilt & Turn window glass options
When choosing your windows, we always think about
the style, colour and hardware to match. What we don’t
usually think about is the type of glass used.

CLEAR

FROSTED

There are various glass options to choose from, and all
come with their own unique features and benefits.

BLACK PRIVACY

LOW-E

CLEAR
Clear is the basic glass most commonly used in windows and doors. It provides high transmission of light.
WHITE & BLACK PRIVACY
Ensures privacy by making it harder to see through the glass. This type of glass is commonly used for bathroom windows
LOW-E
Low-E, or low-emissivity, is designed to minimize the amount of infrared and ultraviolet light that comes through your glass,
increasing the thermal efficiency providing a more consistent interior home environment.

OUR SUPPLIERS

ASSOCIATIONS

HEAD OFFICE
SYDNEY SHOWROOM
4/34-36 Ralph St, Alexandria,
NSW 2015
(02) 8964 7764

NSW FACTORY / SHOWROOM
1/37 Lyn Parade,
Prestons NSW 2170
(02) 8964 7764
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CANBERRA SHOWROOM
44 John Bull St,
Queanbeyan NSW 2620
(02) 9669 1207
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

